• Protects your equipment as it contains two special
corrosion inhibitors to protect any metals in your
extraction equipment.
• Works effectively with any type of extraction equipment – truckmounts, and portables.

TM

Extraction Emulsifier and Neutralizer
Wool Zone
A concentrated acidic emulsifying
agent used in the final rinse of
the extraction cleaning process
for wool fibers.

Contents: One U.S. Gallon (3.79 Litres)

 Oriental Rugs
 Residential Wool Carpet
 Commercial Wool Carpet
3.0 - 3.5 RTU pH
 = Primary Use    = Secondary Use

DIRECTIONS:
Pre-Cleaning Procedures
1. Read entire label before using. Use only as directed.
2. Carefully pre-inspect the rug, fabric, or carpet before
proceeding. Identify fiber content, construction, dye
stability, shrinkage considerations, and pre-e xisting damage. Always test every rug. fabric or carpet
for dye bleeding potential in an inconspicuous area.
Carefully look for conditions which could contribute to
cleaning related challenges such as pre-existing pet
urine, water damage, fiber deterioration, past cleaning
residues, and fringe discoloration.
3. The preferred method for cleaning investment textile
rugs is in-plant.
4. If cleaning on-location, proper preparation of the work
area must include:

Extraction Cleaning
1. Pre-spray with Wool Perfect
2. Extract with Wool Zone at the following dilutions:
Portable extractor: Mix 2 ounces of solution to five gallons of water (1:320) in extraction tank.
Truck mount: Mix one quart solution (32 ounces) with
five gallons of water into solution container. Set solution
flow meter between 2 and 3.
CONTAINS: Water (C.A.S.#7732-18-5); glycolic acid
(CAS#79-14-1), citric acid (CAS# 77-92), proprietary surfactant/rinse agent blend, corrosion inhibitors.

WOOL ZONE
May cause skin and eye irritation. Avoid contact
with skin and eyes. In case of contact, immediately
flush with plenty of water, seek medical advice if
irritation persists.
Susceptible d’irriter la peau et les yeux. Évitez tout
contact avec la peau et les yeux. S’il y a contact,
lavez-vous immédiament à la grande eau. Consultez
un médicin si l’irritation se fait persistante.

CAUTION!
Keep out of reach of children.
HAZARD STATEMENTS:
May be corrosive to metals. Causes severe skin burns
and eye damage. Harmful if inhaled.
PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS:
Keep only in original container. Do not breathe dust/
fume/gas/mist/vapors/spray. Do not get in eyes, on
skin, or on clothing. Wash hands thoroughly after
handling. Wear protective gloves/protective clothing/
eye protection/face protection. IF SWALLOWED: Rinse
mouth. Do NOT induce vomiting. IF ON SKIN (or hair):
Remove/Take off immediately all contamined clothing.
Rinse SKIN with water/shower. IF INHALED: Remove
victim to fresh air and Keep at rest in a position
comfortable for breathing. IF IN EYES: Rinse
cautiously with water for several minutes.Remove
contact lenses, if present and easy to do. Continue
rinsing. Immediately call a POISON CENTER or
doctor/physician. Wash contaminated clothing before
reuse. Absorb spillage to prevent material damage.
Store in a closed container. Store locked up. Dispose
of contents/container to appropriate waste site or
reclaimer in accordance with local and national
regulations.

SEE SAFETY DATA SHEET
VOIR LA FICHE SIGNATÉTIQUE

See Safety Data Sheet (SDS):
www.bridgepoint.com/sds
for additional safety and regulatory information.

Another fine product from Bridgepoint Systems
4282 South 590 West, Salt Lake City, UT 84123
www.bridgepoint.com
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• Safe and effective for all water safe natural fibers and
synthetic fibers.

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO PURCHASER: Seller’s and manufacturer’s liability for any and all losses or damages resulting from any cause whatsoever
shall in no event exceed the purchase price of this product, with respect to
which losses or damages are claimed. Before using, the user shall determine the suitability of this product for its intended use, and user assumes
all risk and liability whatsoever in connection therewith. Go to www.bridgepoint.com/sds for additional safety, regulatory and liability information.
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CW16GL

• Unique as it uses proprietary acidic rinse agent that
has been used to scour wool during wool processing.

a. Make sure there is adequate airflow for drying and
ventilation.
b. Adequate and safe work area where you can safely
move the required cleaning equipment and tools
around and the rug can be safely cleaned on the floor
without causing damage to or from other surfaces
which might bleed color when moist or wet.
c. Always keep white, cotton, colorfast towels handy
to wipe up any cleaning solution overspray which
may get on other surfaces
5. Prior to wet cleaning, remove as much dry soil as
possible from the rug utilizing a vacuum (with a beater
bar), portable rug dusting unit, compressed air system, or automated duster. Follow equipment manufacturer directions.

*CW16GL*

• Multi-functional as it stabilizes dyes, works to prevent
browning and yellowing, pH neutralizes the carpet,
limits re-soiling and leaves a soft luxurious feel.

